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Morocco
The guide to the Taghia area of Morocco is now out, written by Claude
Davies and published by Cicerone Press entitled Climbing in the Moroccan
Anti-Atlas. The French have been familiar with the area for a long time,
though maybe we were the first Brits to climb there back in 1962. Others
such as Dennis Gray and Ron Fawcett have been there since but it was
Trevor Jones and Les Brown who started regular winter visits to the area in
the early 1990s, exploring Jebel el Kest and other nearby peaks, cliffs and
bouldering areas. Their companions in later years included Claude Davies,
Joe Brown, Paul Ross, Chris Bonington, Derek Walker, Ben and Marion
Wintringham and others. The result is a useful guide to over 150 routes on
25 cliffs with lengths from 100 to 800m and grades from V Diff to 6a
(English). Most grades are in the 4a to 5b bracket on quartzite though there
is also granite climbing particularly on the many and varied boulders
scattered around Tafraoute. There are lots of new routes to be done.

The guide includes a section on walking in the Tafraoute / Jebel el Kest
area together with notes on how to get there, flora and fauna, geology,
climbing history ete. The area is easily accessible from Agadir and a
strikingly beautiful oasis with numerous hotels and cafes and old Berber
villages nearby. Get down there and have a winter break, it's a great place!

Algeria
Though there is still some political unrest in northern Algeria, location of
the Kabylie Mountains, the south is busy with tourism, particularly with
desert trekking groups. Climbers also continue to fly south to the Hoggar
and Tassili in small numbers.

Libya
Libya is now opening to tourism and the desert towers of the Akakus in the
SW could repay a visit, as too could the remote northern summits of the
Libyan Tibesti (but beware of mines!). Ginger Fullen approached the latter
from Chad, but ran out of food and water just short of the summit. Earlier
he had reached the summit of Chad's highest mountain which had been
unclimbed for several years owing to rebels and landmines. Enquiries have
been made for other possible climbing expeditions. A useful contact is:
Wings Travel & Tours, PO Box 1736, Tripoli, Libya.
Tel: 00218 21 3331855 Fax: 3330881
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Egypt
The Red Sea Mountains explored by the author's team a few years ago
have been closed to visitors ever since. The Sinai is however open and has
a large number of routes on its somewhat crumbly granite, mainly in the St
Catherine's area. Contact the Israeli Alpine Club for information.

Jordan
Despite 'the war on terror' and its Middle East repercussions, climbing
developments in Wadi Rum have continued through 2003-4. Gilles
Rappeneau and local Bedouin, Talal Awad, have explored around 30
traditional Bedouin hunting routes in Rum (grades from Fr. 3 to 5), though
the summit of Jebel um Ishrin remains elusive. A couple of Bedouin hunters
reputedly reached the top early in the last century and at least two locals
claim to know the way, though no one has yet discovered it. Gilles has
produced a small topo booklet to these superb adventure climbs - one copy
is in the Rum Rest House and another with Talal.

Regulars Albert Precht and Sigi Brochmeyer were back in the area in
February 2003, climbing Bulle 60 on Jebel Rum South Summit up the Abu
Aina Wall SW face, 250m 6c AO, with Oswald Oelz. More controversially,
four bolt-protected sport climbs (grades 5 to 6a) were added on Jebel
M'Zaygeh in Wadi urn Ishrin. The climbers were French guide Philip Brass
together with A Bousatta, Therese Mechaud and 16-year-old aspirant guide
Mohammad Hammad (son of the well known climber Hammad Hamdan
and grandson of another Rum climber and guide, Sheikh Hamdan).

Bolted routes are banned in the Rum Protected Area (National Park). In
defence, Philip says the 'glue-bolts' are not visible, having no shiny hangers,
and the routes are excellent and a good introduction to Rum rock - though
after the safety of the bolts, anyone moving on from here to the traditional
routes of Rum is likely to find a cool head at least as much of a requirement
as technical ability. It is to be hoped that bolts do not spread insidiously
onto traditional lines. Writing in the New Routes Book in 2004, Andrew
Walker says, 'Save those scary, unprotected but beautiful lines for climbers
with the ability to "run it out" and create bold, committing routes in the
future.'

In November 2003, two new lines in good traditional style were added in
South Barrah Canyon with a note that 'Only the adventurous need apply'.
Rob Durran, Andy Smith and Owen Samuel climbed Jebel without a Cause,
5+,6a,5,5+, Andy and Owen going on to Sha Wadi Wadi - an imposing
bulging crack with four pitches of 5+. Also that month, Vincent Seger and
Rimi Thivel climbed the W face of Jebel urn Ejil North, at 280m TD+.
Elsewhere in November, French climbers Arnaud Guillaume and Christian
Ravier climbed an 'itineraire magnifique' on Jebel Rum's Hammad's
Domes, namely Roumi Soit qui Maly Pense, 250m ED, with numerous pitches
of .6a and 6b on 'excellent rock' up the big side wall of the approach couloir
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of Hammad's Route. They went on to climb other big impressive lines, first
on Abu Aina Towers, Jebel Rum South - 250m EDinf, 6b and also on a
'new' summit Jebel um Razzal, east of Jebel Maghrar, where they added
a 'splendid' 200m ED 6b. On this same peak, Didon Olivier and Voignier
Pierre added a four-pitch climb with a 6c start.

Still in November 2003 (a busy month) Philip Brass and A Busatta re
equipped the belays on the now classic Star of Abu Judaidah EDinf 6a in
Barrah Canyon and also replaced the abseil pegs of Jebel Maghrar's Desert
Rats, TD 6b, with bolts as they were falling out. Back on Jebel Rum and
right of the big grey wall of Captain Morgan, Patrice Jammeron and Alexis
Vildard climbed the 300m ED, I'Arche Perdue, in 10 pitches including 6a,
6b+, 7a up the big rightwards ramp.

Despite Rum being reputedly busy throughout winter 2003-4, and though
there were numerous climbers in the valley at Easter 2004, nothing else
new seems to have been climbed in this period other than a Direct Variant
on the upper wall of The Ha}}, avoiding the big diagonal crack by two pitches
of 6b, 5+. .

The Khamsin (50-day) wind blew for much of Easter bringing the worst
sandstorm in living memory just as we were emerging from Rakabat
Canyon into Wadi Rum. Big 'clouds' of Dolomitic thunderstorm pro
portions devoured Jebel um Ishrin and the air filled with sand as the valley
and Jebel Rum disappeared. Navigating to the village with zero visibility
and faces scoured by stinging sand particles was a minor epic. Next morning
as the dust settled we walked over to the Rest House to hear other tales of
survival, one team having just topped out on Pillar of Wisdom when the
storm hit, concealing everything except the summits of Rum and Urn Ishrin.
They didn't make it back until the morning.

Other local news is that the Visitor Centre at the entrance to the valley
should be finished in July 2004. Visitors will then be charged an admission
fee to the Rum Protected Area. The Rest House and Campsite should remain
and it should still be possible to hire vehicles and local guides from the
Rum Village. There is still no adequate rescue equipment (though there
has been another helicopter rescue aided by local Bedouin) and there are
still only three local 'qualified' guides though half a dozen others are
working regularly as guides on the popular Bedouin routes. The Aqaba
Authority are responsible for the area but have not indicated when there
will be further training of these guides or provision of equipment.

Oman
Geoff Hornby sent the following report:
In December 2003 - January 2004 the UK team of Geoff Hornby, Susie
Sammut, Mark Turnbull and David Wallis set out to repeat Sir Wilfred
Thesiger's last journey across Oman and his attempt to climb to the top of
Jabal Shams, the highest point in the Western Hajar. Where Thesiger was
turned away at the foot of the mountains by the locals (due to his
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Christianity), this team's plan was not only to gain the highest point but
also to traverse the range.

They crossed the Wahiba sands with Bedouin on camels from the ocean
to Mintirib in six days (1 75km), then cycled 250km across the Omani interior
in three days. They traversed the range climbing new routes on JabaI Kawr
south face Thesiger Pillar (600m D Sup), JabaI Hibshe north face (300m
TDinf) , JabaI Asait east face (500m D Sup), JabaI AsaIa west face (500m
D Sup), Jabal Misfah West Face (300m D), and then traversed JabaI Shams
south to north before cycling out to the Indian Ocean. In effect they
completed a SW to NE traverse of central Oman on foot, camel, bike and
steep rock, taking 24 days in total.
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